Creative, Warm, Peace, Love and Calm
by EVA KONG EE WAH
I love swing since I was a kid, and now I have one at the balcony while having breakfast, dinner or reading a book with a cup of coffee whenever I want.
Moving in to a house, and now my home/ crib , allows me to explore the theme I chose for my crib and be creative. The second highlight at home the
RAINBOW wall hand painted myself with some inspiration from photos I found in the internet. Starting with turquoise, light brown, dark brown and
salmon pink, the colour of the rainbow was mixed according to my liking and voila. One of my favourite view at home during sunset, where I rolled up
the zebra blinds and enjoy the view for a couple of hours before sunset. I have my work and study table in the living room and the small work station on
the floor for art purpose. With some help from our friendly neighbourhood IKEA ideas I manage to have perfect furniture fitting for my kitchen,
bedroom and food pantry. Thank you for allowing me to share with you and welcome to my RAINBOW home.

A Jungle within the walls
by Tammy Lim
I started working from home during the pandemic and mostly spending my time indoors, looking at the four corners of the wall, day in, say out peering
out to see life happening outdoors while I’m indoors. One day I decide enough is enough. Let’s bring the outdoors, indoors. Let’s bring life back to the
home and make it a sanctuary of my own. Where the air is fresh, colors are growing and the energy of Mother Nature caresses me while I sleep. These
changes not only helped my mental health, it also improves my eye health (see green) and help keep energy consumption low as the plants don’t just
provide a pretty facade but also cool down the temperatures significantly indoors thus reducing the need for aircond.

Home with Pinky Sweet Heart
by Eu Mei Kin
Lovely Pinky Home..i give my home with name Shu Jia to bring comfortable for everyone who visit our home...We wish everyone could feel happy and
peace visiting our space. Not only that we also have 2 dog which melted everyone heart who visit my space which is cute, happy and lovely with pet
friendly

A food forest home
By Chang Thai Soon
During the year 2015, we decided to have a big change to our lifestyle, from an urbanite to becoming a permaculture farmer and farmstay owner. Our
tiny farmhouse is situated in a suburban area in Kulai, Johor, Malaysia. Our property is roughly about 10 thousand square feet and we grow a food forest
around 7 thousand square feet on the premises. We took 14th months to restore the farmhouse and built most of our furniture from construction waste
or discarded materials. We grow about 50 species of fruits, vegetables, squash, beans, herbs and edible flowers in our garden. We also dig a pond, build
an insect towel, and chicken coop for an increase of biodiversity in our tiny farm. We turn our food waste into rich compost, sort out other recyclable
waste and only leave very little general waste to the dustbin. We have installed a few solar powered lighting and also most of our electrical appliances
are low energy consumption (such as LED lighting, inverter fridge and air-con). We also have a well in the farm house and I often use water from the well
for cleaning and plants to reduce the usage of treated water. During these years, we have learnt how to preserve our farm produce naturally such as
make them become pickles, dried fruits, jam, drinks, wine and vinegar. We also made our household cleaning products such as general purpose soap,
body soap and sponge from loofa. We have learnt to make furniture from scraps. We try to live with simplicity and be environmentally friendly. We hope
that we can spread the faith of living to our guesthouse customers and probably inspire other people to live more sustainability.

My home @My ikea
by Alice Looi
My kitchen, which I have been using 12 years and still looks new. I feel proud every time I see it because it is installed by my husband. It has become my
own romantic kitchen that is happy every time I use it. My daughter lovely corner place that she study since from primary school till university and now
work from home. The dry food or finger food , cookies is always easy to pickup at dining room when needed. Life is easy and happy always. Everyone
says it, all area in my house can see ikea products that some item are been using it for more than 10 years.

Love passion happiness joy soul
by Jamsari Bin Ramli
Tatkala perintah kawalan pergerakan(pkp) kerana covid 19, kami sekeluarga buntu tambahan lagi aidilfitri akan Tina pada jJun 2021 beserta ulamgtahun
perkahwinan. Namun keceriaan kembali bersinar tatkala terpandang ruangan patio. Lastas ruangan tersebut kami jadika syurga kecil di masa perintah
kawalan pergerakan (pkp) dikuatkusakan. Majlis amat meriah walau sederhana kerana disulam cinta antara keluarga di ruang peribadi ditemani taman
vertical

Cozy place Lovely home
by Khaw Beng Kang
We love to create connections with people, friends and our love ones. We had a long dining table. Besides meals, this is the place where we enjoy all the
talking, sharing when ever our friends visit us. The picture wall store and trigger our memory from growing up sweet pieces to travel excitement
moments. We change these canvas yearly. We would sing and enjoy music here too when my daughter play her piano. 2nd place, I spent the most of
my time ever since we move in, is this kitchen that is full of cabinets. I now cook every dinner (with advice from my wife) since my work place is 5mins
away from my house. Each and every piece of bowl, plate, pot, utensils have their own spot in a drawer where we couldn't in our old house. We spent
cookies and cake making time during the weekend. Hmm, she said new skills discovery from my side. Our best spot in the house is what we called the
"new mainland". We study, play board games, solving thousand pieces of puzzle, doing art work here with our 2 lovely daughters. A place where we
recharge our energy after a long day by gaining quality time with them. Soon will add a long work table here to complete it. Still new, but it is already
way too cozy that we enjoy snuggle in it.

My Home My Green Planet
by Nor Madihah Bt Ibrahim
My area that remind me of my village life is a small garden at the back of my house and small space in my house. Even though it just small space its
really make my heart feel like home from this noisy city and pollution around me. Here, I cannot open any windows because where i lived, is always
cover with dust. So at least with little small plant in my house cure everything that i miss about my hometown. My mother always taught me that the
nature can heal us in and out of our body. She really inspired me with her love to the nature. My childhood memory with my mother now in my small
house. Thank you mama

Memori tercipta di rumah saya
by Afaf Najib
Bahagian courtyard adalah bahagian yang terpaling indah dan penuh memori yang tidak akan saya lupakan sampai akhir hayat. Ia menyimpan 1001
memori indah di hati kami sekeluarga.

Art inspiration and imagination from IKEA
by ISMADI BIN MOHD ARSAD
IKEA memberi peluang kepada siapa sahaja Yang Ada keinginan untuk berimaginasi,saya meletakkan produk IKEA suatu Daya inspirasi sebagai art Artis
Yang sentiasa berkerja dimana sahaja untuk mencari ilham Serta membuat design Karya seni saya, Ruang tidur yang simple Dari produk IKEA memberi
saya Ruang untuk rehat selepas penat berkerja Dalam dunia Karya seni Serta Ruang studio seni saya gunakan idea yg lebih minimalis untuk mengajar
anak didik Dalam seni.

My Kampung Life, My City Home
by Wendy Tan Seow Wei
My parents love the kampung life and ever since they bought this house some 30 years ago, we are still preserving the daily life of the kampung folks till
today. It is a corner house in the bustling city with a plot of land to do our gardening. When we first moved in, the land was full of weeds and my parents
will be weeding the land every evening because we love rearing chickens for their eggs. To keep the chickens, we have to get rid of the weeds. We put a lot
of effort and tender loving care to every fruit tree and vegetable that we have through organic fertilizing, watering, fruit wrapping to prevent insect bites
that will damage our fruits and tree trimming. Today, our garden is home to many kinds of fruit trees and vegetables such as mango, coconut, papaya,
jackfruit, starfruit, rambutan, umbra, guava, okra, brinjal, spinach, lemongrass, chili and what made us proud is the durian tree which bears the best
durian in the world, The Musang King! We love hanging out at the garden, sitting on the swing with my kids while enjoying the greens. Every evening, we
will feed the chickens with chicken pellets and they will be merrily pecking the pellets away. It was an enjoyable scene where I get to spend time together
with my kids and enjoy what we love to do most. The plants around the house have turned our home compound looking cosy and it gives us all the
organic food for our family consumption anytime of the day. By growing our own garden, we are able to decide what goes into our plants and soil, putting
away the harmful chemicals that pollute the environment and waterways. Growing our own food is always sustainable and we only use natural fertilizer to
ensure that all our home grown food is safe for consumption. We will compost the food scraps and yard waste to enrich the soil and reducing waste. This
helps to reduce the global warming and make our planet a safer place to live in. Our home has become the admiration of many passer-by and we are truly
proud of it.

Happy Home makes Happy Children
by Chan Nga Guan
Life at home has certainly changed for my young children. Physical schooling has transitioned to virtual classes. Never had education been so
challenging for the entire household. Their typing skills had to be developed earlier than their writing skills. We (the parents) had to attend their classes
alongside them to handle any technical and connectivity issues that happen. So, we decided to revamp the children’s study room so that we all will have
a comfortable & conducive learning environment for both young and old with plenty of storage space as well as adaptable to technological
requirements in order to pull off a successful digital classroom setting. IKEA furniture and attachments had helped us accomplish this successfully! We
are grateful that IKEA furnitures have been designed innovatively and thoughtfully so that parents worldwide are able to adapt to this digital classroom
setting. Million of thanks to IKEA!

Happiest Life At Home
by Sarmila Binti Shaikh A Rahim
I've always dream a home that will leaves best memories to me, my kids and family. A home, which is not only for stay or rest but bring more
meaningful life everyday. My favorite spot at home is my small garden. I can literally sitting there for hours during weekend, have a breakfast with fresh
air and tea time with wonderful scene. The next amazing space is my kid's play area. This is where i can see their creativity, their laughter together and
the way they keep things back in drawer after done playing. There is nothing more happier to every mom other than seeing their adorable kids growing
happily at home. Living a healthier life, is one of the list for a happy life. Cycling around my neighborhood is one of the amazing things to do because
while exercising, I also can breath in fresh air, enjoying the greenery scene during sunrise or sunset while listening to my favorite music. I hope these
wonderful memories will lasting forever in my mind and my kid's remembrance till the end of our lives.

Our Home Our Rule
by Siti Hajar Abdul Rahman
Kitchen is the first area that we built together. I'm not good in cooking, but kitchen is always our priority. Why? Perhaps because my other half is much
better in cooking. Kids, they keep in and out of the kitchen. Our kitchen cabinet is our first big project together, of course he did more work than me. It
teach us to compromise and to brush up our communication skills in marriage. It's so hard first, many arguments but then we managed to fix the
problems. Can I say build up kitchen together is one of the factor our marriage get stronger? Maybe. Our kitchen space is very limit, so we decided to
make the kitchen cabinet up to dining area. To feel it more spacious we choose white color. This timeless color did win our heart. No backsplash yet, but
not to worries because it makes our kitchen so minimal. To brighten up our kitchen, flooring is the major element that help it. We choose an oak color
to mix with our kitchen, and I can feel a little bit of Scandinavian/ Japandi theme in this space. For the wall, we choose moody light grey color. Some
people doesn't like it because it looks to pale, but for us this is the color that can make our small area look very wide. Kitchen and dining area now
become one, some say it is no space to cross over, but we still love it. My home my rule 😁😁. Over the time, we still very proud of ourselves when we look
at our kitchen. Lots of sweats, tears and happiness and of course money we spend. Our kitchen is the place we make memories and full our stomach
with delicious foods. Hey you kitchen! Don't crumbling down because we don't want to build you again 😜😜.

My Little Space with Everything
by Patricia Lau Ee Yii
Ever since the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020, it has drastically changed the relationship of me with my living space. And, fortunately,
due to my work situation, I was still able to work remotely from home. Since it will be much time spending at home, I decided to take the challenge to
turn my little rented room into a multifunctional yet warming space which it could be either my mini office or café as a place to chill. First thing first, I
must work on and set up my home office. To work from home comfortably and ergonomically, I was always looking for a working table (63cm-tall table)
that fitted my height which generally, table height on the market is around 70cm. I was so thrilled when finding out Ikea’s adjustable table legs and
affordable tabletop, and, for sure I immediately putted them into my shopping cart and purchased them. Thanks to Ikea, my little working space is
completed! To set up a corner for having some tea, zen time and sometimes music time, I just still need a coffee table. So blessed that I already got a
cosy sofa that provided by the owner. Still remember that, when I was looking at the VITTSJO Laptop stand Table showed in the Ikea’s website, and I think
that is it, it will be my perfect coffee table! The main reason I picked it was because of its transparent tabletop, and I knew it is gonna fitted perfectly in
my petit room, otherwise, opaque tabletop might make my room looks even smaller. Not to mention, I have also bought many other items from Ikea to
make my room lookswarmer and cosier such as, bed sheet, trolley and so on. And you guys gonna find out from the photos :) I would never thought of
leaving this tiny room after going through this room makeover.

My Perfect Home With Nature
by NG SENDY
Our house is located in a 57-year-old neighborhood in the heart of Petaling Jaya. We love the charming-ness of it, so we decided to move here and turn
this old intermediate terrace house into an oasis where we have enjoyment of greenery at every corner of the house. Our front garden is an entry
garden where we planted assortment of plants. The back garden has three tall trees to shade the evening sun and to create a green backdrop for the
floors above. We have a frameless glass window in our living room to create a seamless spatial experience with these trees, we work and read here with
close distance to the trees. We even witnessed the birth of bulbul birds and sunbirds from the window at close distance. We have a roof top wildflower
garden as pollinator garden. We have seen beetles, butterflies, crickets, and even Asian palm civets. The most magical moment is when a swarm of
dragonfly hovering at my green roof, imagine standing among the dragonflies at close distance. At night we have the chirping of crickets from the roof
top, it feels like sleeping in a forest. The fishpond is the best place to spend our day, especially during a drizzle. We love sitting by the fishpond,
watching rain droplets creating turbulence on the water surface and the movement of leaves in the cold breeze. At night this space can be
contemplative with the shadow of water movement casted onto the walls, gives us a healing effect after a busy day. Our friends and family will gather
here whenever we have celebrations, this is the place that creates a lot of good memories with good people. During the pandemic, we enjoyed staying
in the house with a piece of mind. We are blessed to be able to live closely with nature despite the movement control. We do not have to travel far to
enjoy the nature, we have it in our house. For me, besides being with the loved ones, having the nature being part of the house makes a perfect home.

My Home, My Happy Place
by Chua Hui Leng
I remember the feeling of excitement when my mother told me that she was getting a BILLY bookcase for my room. Before this, I was an avid toy
collector. I’ve always wanted a chance for them to be displayed in their full glory. Needless to say, after the bookcase was bought and installed, I
immediately dug through the toys in my basket to display them. I placed my cute little pony figures, a fluffy rabbit plush, a trophy I won, etc. I don’t care
if anyone thought my display looked childish, I loved the idea of my room looking like a princess’s wonderland. Of course, my room is not only where
the fond memories are stored. The entire house held sentimental memories. Sometimes, in the dead of night, I would sit on the bed beside my ARSTID
lamp to read cheesy romance novels. The light from the lamp wasn’t too bright nor dim, it was the perfect lighting for a blissful ambience. It gave an
oddly cozy and warm feeling, where everyday could feel like a peaceful Saturday night. Furthermore, I vividly remember the scent of freshly brewed
coffee my father would make with the UPPHETTA French Press in the early mornings. Often, he would make each of us a cup of hot coffee. There was no
better feeling than sitting on the sofa and drinking a nice, warm cup of coffee while catching up with my favorite series on TV. Some may think of this as
a boring lifestyle, but to me, it was ideal. My home will always be special to me, it was where I was raised after all. Like a nest, where I could always fly
back to rest my wings. IKEA made my home a place where I could relax, free from negative thoughts. Just by admiring my home, I could feel that it was
built with love and dreams even if it looked simple at first glance. With that, fond memories were born. As quoted by Robert Montgomery, “Home, the
spot of earth supremely blest, a dearer, sweeter spot than the rest.” Indeed, it was home sweet home.

My Sanctuary My Joy
by Choo Bee Ling
Here comes the sun, and I say it's alright... I love to capture the beautiful moment when Mr Sunshine shine on my little corner. Sometimes, in the midst
of the urban hustle and bustle, we can still rediscover a sense of peace. All we need to do is to catch a glimpse of some green plants, the bright blue sky,
or a bank of white clouds up above. Our little corner at home can give us a sanctuary of peace. A place that will bring a smile to your face. That’s
because each of us is a part of nature and it’s the reason why we’re always looking for nature in the things around us…even in the smallest of things.
Human life is filled with different emotions and feelings. The present of flowers and lush greenery trigger happy emotions and heightens feelings of life
satisfaction. My sanctuary, my joy and my pride of sweat and labour. This is our garden where the love of the family connects and blooms. ❤

Nature Is My Home
by Vai Yee Yee
Once upon a time, kids returning home from school were told, “go outside and play.” “Outside” may have been a back yard, a park, or a nearby patch of
open field. Today’s kids are more likely to have enrichment class, endless homework, or absorb into their virtual world of electronic gadgets. Living in an
urban area, my option is to bring nature into my home, where sustainability meets with style. It is a thoughtful combination of nature and design, with
plenty of windows and sunshine. Many neighborhood kids regularly come over to play, they are always welcome. A simple playdate at the comfort of the
home, surrounded by greeneries, can restore balance between human and nature. The kids always made me pause to appreciate the moments, the
small little moments, by watching them having innocent chats, embarking on silly ideas, blasting joy throughout the house, or even around the
neighborhood. I am truly convinced that a natural setting can spark different kinds of conversations, imagination and offers you the chance to share
your own love of nature with the next generation.

Home's a place of love
by Phoon Kian Wooi
Home is a reflection of who we are. It is the place where we express our individuality and creativity, and shares moments with our loved ones. Our
dining room is a place of warmth and joy. Funny memories, family gatherings, birthday celebrations and the smells of a feast spread out in front of us.
It's a place where we can all gather together to share the food and stories, where the place fills with laughter and joyous moments. During the MCO
period, we have celebrated all our birthdays in the dining room, that would be the best memories ever. Family is what we make it. Together, we are the
makers of memories, the creators of stories and traditions, and the guardians of well-being. Dining room should be a place where everyone feels
welcomed!

My Home, My Universe
by MUHAMAD NIZAM BIN MOHD NOR
"My Home, My Universe" - A place where having limitless exploration. Here, I can channel my soul into home decoration and create a close bonding with
my family. In this universe, a new day will come with new exploration. From the kitchen, garden, living space, dining area, and every single corner the
ideas keep coming about how it can be a better PLACE for my family. I started it with the kitchen and dining space as I know, "Food Is Love". Great foods
accompanied with a lovely decoration will give us a good mood. In this space, we sit, eat, and bond together. We can express our laugh and looks for
opinions to become a better person and family. Sometimes we tried to search for happiness outside. But happiness actually close to us. At home, I can
rule this UNIVERSE. Where the unforgettable memories started.

Elevating Bachelor Pad
by Muhamad Siddiq
I bought a house a while ago in my first year of working and started furnishing it from scratch. All my life I have always wanted a space I could call my
own & it has been quite a journey on deciding the kind of vibe and design that I was going for. I knew in my mind that I want a minimal, clean and
functional space. I read somewhere that your house is a reflection of your mind and I totally agree with that. It’s my sanctuary, a place I can walk in, sit
down and just be myself. It was my main priority to make sure that I pick the right items to elevate my space. My favourite part of everyday is coming
home and and appreciating all the simple pleasure life has to offer ; a fresh cup of coffee, a clean white sheet and a book in my hand. It has been tough
year especially with the Covid spread but life at home has been better when you occupy your time doing things you love. I know that I have a long
journey to go and I didn’t want to settle down just yet. For now I’m just trying to live in the present moment and grow along the journey.

Happy Home Happy Life
by Teh Boon Soon
My partner and I moved into our first home about 5 years ago. There was no IKEA in Penang then, so we made a list of all the items we needed and made
a day trip to IKEA Damansara. We arrived just when the store was about to open and grabbed all the items that were on our list…including the kitchen
cabinets! Imagine our anxiety when the cabinets we listed were sold out! Thank goodness, we settled on one that both of us were happy with and six
hours later, we were ready to head back home. The very next day, we assembled the kitchen. We were amateurs, but managed to fix up the kitchen after
one a half day… and that is my best memory of our home. Today, as both of us work from home and spend more time indoors, we find ways to create
small nooks for retreat to enable every day restoration. Not being avid house cleaners, it is imperative that our home furnishings are easy to maintain.
We selected items that are durable, including those suitable for outdoors and introduced more greens like Rhapis Excelsa and Epipremnum into the living
room that help with indoor air purification. I love reading and made a small gallery to display books, photographs and curated timber art pieces which
sits on a piece of custom made furniture of reclaimed ivory stained wood. On the opposite end, I created my reading nook. I can spend the whole day
sitting in my Strandmon wing chair with the Otteron pouffe that doubles as a leg rest and a side table. To me, a calm space with neutral blue and grey
tones helps me reduce anxiousness. My partner prefers the kitchen- her go to space for relaxation. She does not do heavy cooking, so gadgets lining the
kitchen counter aids in her gastronomy escapades. She also believes fragrances helps sets the mood and fills our home with freshly cut lemongrass. For
us, it is vital that our home promotes daily satisfaction. After all, moments of joy and relaxation are key to pursuing a happy life which improves a sense
of well-being and the quality of our lives.

Growing Happiness At Home
by Pearly Lim
When my dad was about to retire a few years back, I was a bit worried how he would spend all his extra free time. But my worries were unfounded.
Being an active guy who had green fingers, he wasted no time at all and set out to transform the grounds of his kampong house into an edible tropical
garden. He started off with the most common vegetalbes that my mum loved eating such as winged beans, okra and brinjal. Ever since he started toiling
in the garden, it has been growing and expanding at an exponential speed into a tropical forest. Today, with his labour of love, the garden is now an
eclectic one- unstructured and irregular – one that grows and changes through time. It is filled with sweet potato leaves, edamame, long beans, radish,
turmeric, coriander, etc. and fruit trees such as banana, papaya, coconut, lemon, custard apple, dragon fruit, etc. My mum is thrilled that she can instil a
farm to table dining experience for almost all meals and has honed her cooking skills. She loves the fresh home-grown vegetables my dad brings home.
Since he started gardening, my mum has been inspired to cook from scratch, using ingredients sourced from the garden. Their favourite food - Ayam
Goreng Berempah served with turmeric rice and accompanied with kerabu, angled beans, sawtooth corainders, raja ulams and mint leaves. Meanwhile,
my uncles harvests screw pine leaves and butterfly pea flowers as natural food dye for his delectable nyonya kuihs which he sells at the market nearby.
As there’s always bountiful harvest, my parents share their harvest with friends and family. It brings me so much joy to learn that gardening not only
became my dad’s hobby, it has changed our lives. I am most proud to see both my parents doing what they enjoy, while spreading their love to their
friends and family. They have shown me that it is possible to create a healthier and more sustainable way of living while creating happier a life at home.

My home creates our stories
by MUNIRA BINTI MOHAMAD
I am most proud of our living room. I strongly believe that no home is complete without an inviting living room. Living room is where life begins, where
life happens, where life restore and where life is created. Living room greets me goodbye and without fail to always welcoming me back home. Living
room connects me with my closed-family members, extended-family members, friends and guests. This warm and comfy area is where we bond over
lively conversation, laughs and sometimes weeps. I cherish every single moment with my loved one in our living room. Besides, I spent most of my time at
home in the living room. After a delicious dinner in the kitchen or outside, we spend our rest time in the living room; sharing our stories of the day,
watching television together and even having our pre-sleep in the couches before heading to our own bedrooms. Our comfortable living room is used for
a lot of things, from having casual conversation, leisure, entertainment up to any indoor activities. Whenever my nephews and niece visit us, they also
spend most of their time here, in our living area. We would play games, run, sing our heart out and even conduct our silly science experiments in the
living room. I am sure that they will have memorisable moments in our living room and I will absolutely be honoured to be pictured in their memory. Time
spent having fun with the family and our loved ones is always time well-spent. Apart from that, the well-recognized and unique smell from our living room
that is perhaps only detectable by my nose always bring me undescribed pleasure, relaxation and cosiness. It is a self-healing. The atmosphere allows me
to recollect and rearrange pieces of me, whenever I lost myself in the craziness of life. In conclusion, I am proud of our living room because our living
room is the heart of our home. I am pretty sure that all of us do atleast have one great moment spent at someone’s’ living room too.

A Home is a House Kita
by Yon Syafni Samat
We are a young family of 7- with five kids from three pregnancies. Yes, we got twins- twice! With our eldest just entering primary school, along with 4
years old twin boys, and 1 year old twin girls, we strive to make our home a safe and comfortable nest. As an architect and designer (and a lecturer too!) I
designed the interior of our intermediate double-storey terrace house with “no corner is a sharp corner” thought in mind. We spend our days a lot on the
ground floor of the house, where living, dining and playing areas are one. Our carporch is more like a covered play area with plants and carpet and of
course, the IKEA tippie tent for the kids to play house! What’s best about the layout of this residential area is, the kitchen and staircase sits right next to
the carporch, so you have the living and dining spaces flow into the backyard… means more fun spaces! The kids love having picnic outside, plucking
flowers, picking caterpillars and catching grasshoppers! The twin babies sometimes will seize the opportunity to crawl from the living area to the
backyard too! As the spaces inside and outside of the house were designed to have minimal yet functional furniture with curved corners, and the
backyard is fenced and not exposed to any moving vehicles whatsoever, we too have less to worry about. After all, this is our safe haven. Our warm little
nest. A home for our circus of seven. This is House Kita. @housekita

Safe haven for growing family
by Caroline Ho Siew Ling
My home is very old. In fact, it is as old as me, and I’m 40 this year. The thing about old houses is, that like most old people, it has its quirks, but that’s
what gives it its charm. The flooring in the living and dining area is terrazzo instead of the usual ceramic tiles I am used to. There were stains on it, and
the flooring was dull and dirty. I was set on hacking the floor to make way for new ones. I didn’t really like the haphazard patterns on the flooring either.
One day though, my mind changed when someone older than me and the house, showed me just how beautiful the flooring can be. This person is my
dad! He had come to the vacant house without telling me, and started sweeping and mopping those dirty floors with grit and determination. Below the
old rugs left by the previous owner was beautiful, shiny and clear terrazo flooring. The best thing about this flooring is the lack of obvious grout,
forming a seamless, marble-like feel of the flooring which glistens in the morning sun. I’m really thankful to my dad for extolling the benefits of
repurposing and conservation in the renovation of a new house. With the money saved on renovation, I could then pick out sturdy , modern yet
minimalist pieces to upgrade the look of this old home. Thankfully, there’s an Ikea in my hometown of Johor Bahru which provided me a myriad of
options to modernise my home, while still blending in with the old architecture. My coffee table from IKEA what came in a set of two, blended
surprisingly well with the busy terrazzo flooring, while providing functionality, as it transforms into a colouring table and dinner table for my kids
depending on the time of the day. The cult favourite PAX wardrobe, let me display my passion for bags, and is my happy place to admire all my
favourite things, without breaking the bank. The best part about it is that it’s endlessly customisable to meet many needs. I sourced many an item from
IKEA and I’m thankful to them for making my home better!

Minimal,Country,Functional Little Apartment
by Naznin Adnan
Our small apartment were purchase in 2016 during our Melur was 1y. It was underconstruction when we sign the agreement.We always see our family
living in minimalist but country vibes since that time. Then Jasmine & Ali came in.We move in our small apartment in 2019 & by 2020 covid-19 hit us
much. We spend almost 24-7 in buying online,build in, decorating our small apartment by our self since no carpenter are allowed to work in. My husband
is the busiest person during this time. Working from home also give us the flexibility to work simulaneously on our job & dream. We manage to occupied
whole area of our house to meet the neccesity of our growing Melur, Jasmine & Ali without leaving out our dream of having a esthatic house. The dining
area play the most role in the house where we cook,chat,learn PDPR when internet got slowed,having family dinner & even sometime we play playdoh
here! We only have 3 Bedroom in here. We fill the girly thing in 2nd room to boost our girl mood during their online class. It works wonder. Even Melur &
Jasmine would love to add more flower &ony sticker to it! Lastly, the heart of our house is our hall where we fill the decor with kiddo activity such books
for fast read,play house for pretend play & of course mommy diffuser for relaxation & stress release feeling.

Our Home, Our Story
by ONG LE SEAN
Our dining areas form a lot of our memories together. We usually eat our meals three times each day, so there’s plenty of opportunities to turn
mealtime into something special. Whether a meal is just a simple family event or a celebration with guests, dining areas is always special to us. The
kids will set the table ready before each meal. They feel fun to be included in helping prepare dinner. The quality family time we spent at the table. We
rarely ate in front of the TV. There were no cell phones to distract anyone. The shared meals that take place at a dining table help to reinforce the ties
between us as well as a place preparing a meal for loved ones too The dining table is the heart and soul of our house. It is the place where most
memories are made. We eat delicious food, families, and friends gather, traditions are born, and stories are told.

Home Is Where Family Is
by Raihan Izzati binti Ruhaizam
The cute tiny looking house we call home for more than 30 years. Don’t mind the electric pole in the picture, it sure has been through a lot. And so did
this house and its occupants. This small home houses us, a small family of 6. It took my mom countless of pointless bickers to defend this very place we
call ours. It is the fruit of my mom’s sweats and tears. Part of the reasons why we don’t mind going through multiple renovations and restructuring, just
so it can please her eyes and mind. The minute you enter the house, you’ll find yourself standing in the middle of the main living room. That’s my
favorite spot of all time. The space my mom spends most of her time re-sorting and reorganizing the house furniture. One minute you’ll see the black
individual sofa at the corner of the room, the next you’ll find it replaced by a tall table with a vase of fake orchids on it. Her touches bring the space alive
like no other. This living room has witnessed so many events and celebrations. Intimate birthdays, pre-graduations, family meetings, to name a few. We
even had our first Home Covid-19 PCR Test at this very spot. It is my most treasured space in my loving home and certainly not the only one, but that’s
another story to tell. My house is just a regular home with regular rooms and spaces. It’s not much, but it is our home. No matter where we are at life,
we wouldn’t trade anything for it.

Home, our fortress of love
by Soraya Rahbani
As I grew up, I noticed how my mother loves to rearrange furniture so that we would have a fresh look without buying new stuff. This is one way for
them to save money for other purpose. I also noticed that my mother loves going to homes department and imagining things that she can put in our
home. We were blessed to have the opportunity to renovate our home and we took it with extreme caution and extensive planning. Now we can fill the
extra space filled with new furniture. I remember making trips to IKEA, planning and discussing while browsing the products. That would be one of my
cherished moments that I savour because on the time that we spent together. Plus, IKEA is also the best place to spoil my mother as she would love
imagining on how to bring things together, channelling her inner interior decorator to life. This made my mother happy and her happiness is that
matters to me. We may not be rich but we happy together. Buying things from IKEA that needs to be assembled mean daughter father project time. It is
an unspoken words that we immediately know that we need to team up together to assemble it. We managed to decorate and design the whole house
with extra attention on the kitchen and master bedroom. As kitchen is the place that we prepare our food and commune to dine, we made it
comfortable and create spaces for storage. She has always dreamed about having a kitchen island and mini pantry to store our food. And now,
everything is possible and available. She even has a storage for her baking equipment and spices at its own racks. Next, we furnished her master
bedroom by creating a space to relax comfortably with complete privacy. It is important for my parents to have a personal space own their own without
being confined. It is so comfy that they do not really eager to be away from their own home because they won’t be as comfortable as they are at home.

A Space of Belonging
by Adrienne Cho Yin Tze
Although our boys share a room, they find their own small spaces of quiet reading and favorite animal displays. We love being able to create a personal
nook of their own, showcasing each of their own personalities and interests, whilst not forgetting their common love for Star Wars (hence hacking the
IKEA PS 2014 pendant lamp into a Death Star!). They love spending time with each other in their room, from reading and exploring into a world of
adventure and imagination, dungeons and under-the-bed caves, scaling the IKEA Lavia shelf “mountain tops”, to X-wing battles in destroying the Death
Star. It certainly has evolve into a room uniquely theirs, a safe space to play and they are proud to grow in it!

Beautiful Home Passionate Minds
by AFZASYAZELA BINTI ABD RANI
"When we moved into this house as a young couple, we were thinking of having a combined space which could cater for work and our hobbies. So we
decided to turn the smallest room in the unit into a multi-purpose area. This is the place where we get our daily corporate work done during the day,
and turn it into a hobby hub towards the evening and the weekends. We usually prep things in this room such as clothes ironing and folding, documents
filing, as well as completing some D-I-Y projects. To be a part of the sustainability community, this room is used to sort waste papers and plastics for
recycling, upcycle some wearable clothes and segregating let-go items. Since we're just stepping into a small business of our own, we utilize the sewing
machine to sew cushion covers and blankets for sale and charity purposes. Occasionally, when we have one or two visitors, this room is turned into a
comfy prayer room - thanks to the foldable table! Kids - our nephews and nieces, they just love this space so much because this is where they will sit for
hours doing their homework or turning their artworks into masterpieces - we do have lots of materials for this too. The guitar? Definitely not for
decoration purpose as we take turns learning from YouTube. Despite the hustle of working full-time at private sectors, we still make it a point to spend
time to make the space speaks to its senses - generating ideas, evoking energy and promoting happiness."

My Home is My Domicillium
by MUHAMMAD IZHAN BIN ABDUL AZIZ
I live in a basic terrace house with 2 bedroom.currently live with my parents and sibling.This home was bought by my late grandparents and inherited to
my father,we are so blessed to have this home.As for me im so much proud to live here which i rather called my "horizon".I belived thet every home is
an institution of life that witnesed joy,sad,love,affection or quarel between your siblings.I am an interior design practioner,i design my habitat with
minimal elements.and the most important element that every home should have is the feeling that always"welcoming" you back.I still remember when i
was at young age i used to helped my parents to beautified the living for festive seoson,and i belived that is where i learned informally for the love of
interior design.For me my bedroom is my studio,it has been my dream where i never woke up to and that where i create.and last as i can conclude you
can buy a house but not a home,because staying home nowdays is the new fancy place to go out how ironic.

Homely with IKEA.
by Adina Quraisa Ibrahim
Living area will remind me of my son when I see the console table. We bought Liatorp Console Table last February. It has been waiting to be assembled
by my husband ever since. Then as I can't no longer wait for my husband so I've decided to assemble it myself. Even though the instruction is easy but
I'm lost. Lucky me, my 8 years old son, has a sharp eyed and he's the one telling me how I can do it after he saw me struggling and nagging how to find
the right screw. So, we start all over with my son help (and a 3 years old daughter), we arrange and count everything accordingly first and we managed
to pull it together - our Liatorp Console Table is ready to be used. I must say I'm a proud mother when my son insist he wants to do it, I just hold all the
heavy pieces so he can screw the table. When my husband reaches home, we are excited to tell him how my son is the lil hero for Liatorp. Now I'm
looking forward to buy Knoxhult, Hauga or Tullstorp cabinet and no longer worried waiting for my husband to put it up as I can do it as a hands on
activity with my kids.

PORCH, HEART OF OUR HOUSE
by PING
We are a young family of 5 with 3 energetic kids. We stayed in a terrace with extraordinary size of compound. Thus, we able to set up our little farm &
garden (farmden) out there. Porch is the important transition space between house & farmden. It provides indoor with adequate natural lighting and
breeze in fresh air. When I am sitting here, I can keep an eye to my kids that running around. Either is a rainy or sunny day, we still can spend a good
outdoor time here, sitting casually and have fun play. Though, we are not in seasonal country yet we have different view of seasonal fruit & vegetables
growing throughout the year. Therefore our porch is the heart of the house where we spent most of the family time here.

My home, stress free zone.
by Wong Thiam Ming
The phrase ‘Home Sweet Home’ is very true to me. No matter where I go, I find my own home is one place I am most at ease. I guess everyone has their
own idea of an ideal home setting; uniquely decorated, furnished and scented based on their taste and personality. And yet it is constantly evolving
whether by neglect or intentionally, over time to meet our changing needs or probably just out of boredom of the usual look. This could be the reason I
kept going back to Ikea for new ideas and products. However, there’s one area that I appreciate most. That is my balcony. This is where I get to enjoy the
cool breeze at night or a bit of warm sunshine in the day. My little balcony also holds my hydroponic plants where the fresh greens seem to welcome the
extra water when it rains. But above all these, most time of the year I have a direct view of the sunset and it always never fails to amaze me. The play of
clouds, hue of the light and the encroaching darkness makes a marvelous sight for the eyes and the tired mind at the end of the day. It sometimes feels
like seeing a painting coming to life. The moving of clouds as the sun slowly descends over the horizon while twinkling stars starts to dot the sky on the
outskirts. At times low lying clouds would bounce off the last glimmer of sunlight producing a pinkish flowing wave that appears to be frozen up in the
air. The magic doesn’t just happen during twilight but on certain days white fluffy clouds would just congregate and form special shapes that thrills the
mind to imagination. Of course, it’s not always like that. There’ll be gloomy days and super rainy days that make me just want to cuddle into my sofa
with a nice hot cup of tea while the heavy rain bashes against the sliding doors and lightning zig-zagging across the sky while thunder boomed making
my home feeling even more comforting for the security it provides. But I guess that’s what makes each day special from the little area of my home.

Our Home Our Kingdom
by Syamly Rushdi
Our most treasured area in the house will definitely be our dining room. Its raw, its full of character, its defined by the mix of modern pieces and thrifted
pieces and most important this is where the heart of our family is.. we see our children grow in this dining area from lunches and dinners to a gaming
center, learning place before the big exams, play area, and also our fav spot for our plants! We have a west facing window that most our tropical plants
curation thrive. It has its own soul and its where the style of our home has evolved.

A Captivating Place To Be
by NORHARISHAN NORDIN
I strongly believe everything about a person’s life starts from the very beginning of the household environment and throughout their ongoing lifestyle.
In fact, the closest people around us might as well created, changed and undoubtedly being one of the biggest influence on the environment that we, I
live. Through my life experience now and hopefully for the days to come, these people are always the ones who are busy creating a wonderful, simple
yet cheerful environment for me, that I must refer to it as my one and only home. I have a nice gaming setup. On a nice basic table, with modern
furnitures organized orderly surrounding my favorite spot. Im confident about not complaining even once in my lifetime about it for there’s nothing to
argue about whenever it comes to perfection. The balcony! How can I possibly forgot to describe how lovely my resting place would be. My parents and
I usually be sitting on the wooden white chairs with toasted bread and hot tea together early at 7.00 a.m.. Even small spaces look wider with modern
designs inserted in, how jaw-dropping is that. One of the most impressive things I like about my home is the beautiful lighting arrangement with
modern shaped hanging lamps from the ceiling and mini spotlights near the doorway entrance. Bright environment and bright emotions are closely
related, thats why my parents really think its essential for an efficient living especially for the growth of children, a good environment really matters for
them. Having parents who would always go for modern outlook is cool because it is the modest, simplest, easiest and undeniably the best out of many
options. My family used to take me out to this huge furniture store since I was little that I’ve probably memorized all the pathways to most sections. I
remembered pushing my sister on the trolley, that was on another level really. I’m probably the second fan of Ikea after my parents. Grateful to have a
kind of home that we all four desire and happy living in.

Green Office Home Office
by Edmund Foong
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought changes in many aspects of life that staying and working at home becomes a new normal. One of the most exciting
areas in the house would be the dining cum working area. It’s a place where I can brainstorm, conduct group discussions and also sometimes entertain
guests. The setup is in a way where the loose solid timber table is attached to the concrete bar counter top which gives the flexibility in terms of work
height and ergonomics. As designers, we are constantly finding new ideas for our projects and being in a workspace is important in order to keep us
inspired and productive. Therefore, a customized open shelf made from steel pipes and OSB board was erected as the backdrop where artworks,
sculpture, décor and even plants are displayed to generate the creative energy and vibes. Internal walls were demolished to provide natural ventilation
and enhance the intake of natural lighting in to the interior as there are windows on both the front and back of this double storey link house. A green
corner was created where one can spend a quiet session for reading or just to take a work-break and relax the mind. Adding plants and natural elements
internally doesn’t just make the room look better, it improves the quality of the air and view. Lastly the front car porch area was designed as a transition
zone between the garden and the living room. It acts as a semi outdoor area where one could enjoy the nature. Dressed with plants and herbs, it helps to
cool the environment and at the same time nice scents from flowers and herbs can evoke feelings of calm and relaxation. Occasionally there will be birds
making their nest here too. Also, the soft sound of the leaves as the fresh air rustles through provides a peace of mind. Its truly a great place to indulge a
good hot cup of coffee. To sum it up, all these areas provide us the flexibility on how we work and how the surroundings can stimulate our senses.

A Purrfect Home
by Sara Kong
Since I was a kid, I vividly remembered that when I grew up, I really wanted a cat of my own. Fast forward years later, I've moved out from my family
home and adopted one. His name is Pupper and his fur is a mix of white and grey, layered with black swirls. Much like every cat, he spends most of his
time taking a nap with the plants on my balcony. He enjoys the company of these blossoming greens just as much as humans. Since the pandemic, my
housemate and I have been working from home alot. With the nature of our work, we face the laptop more than each other some times. But one thing
we're most grateful for, is having our cats remind us what it's like to do nothing and be content. Whenever we need a break, we walk out the room and
see them in their most natural state - either lying down on their backs, sleeping with their tongue out or drinking water with a blank almost humorous
expression. They never fail to make our day, whether it's in the morning or night. I guess you could say, they complete our home and we wouldn't have
it any other way.

Our Little Cozy Home
by Yee Kah Kei
My boyfriend and I moved into this house last October. We decorated it with warm and neutral tones to make it cozy and warm. We love our living room,
connected to our backyard where we could here the birds chirp every day. Our foster cat Coco casually strolls around the house and sometimes rests on
the couch. There's an aquarium tank next to the living room where my boyfriend keeps his "Jurassic" fishes. He is a collector of fishes of the Polypterus
species, of which are all living fossils. He usually sits and works in front of the aquarium on his LISABO desk. Our living area is also adorned by different
types of plants, adding a hint of greenery to our earthy-toned spaced. Our bedroom is of minimalistic whites and wood, featuring the functional
drawers we purchased for our old apartment. The bedroom is the place I unwind myself, writing my daily journal and doing my skincare routine. It's a
personal space that puts my mind at peace after a hectic day. Our home is simple and clean, as we keep our life uncomplicated and find happiness in
the little things.

Home is where Nature is
by Lee Siow Ching
I’m a work from home mum. For more sustainable and healthier lifestyle, i setting up an edible garden in the house yard for a green and nature living.
With my two children, Xuan and Qing, we are planting a great variety of wildlife and human-sustaining vegetables, fruits, spices and herbs., all grows
organically and naturally without any chemicals pesticides and fertilizers. We choose to make our food from scratch: searching and saving organic
seeds, planting, growing, harvesting and cooking. It takes a little more time and effort, but simply just by knowing what goes into our food makes it
worthwhile. We managed to cut beautiful banana blossoms to make delicious garden salad or turn them into crispy tempura. In the raining season, we
are most often to harvest bamboo shoot to cook fragrant bamboo rice or curry. We try to savour what Mother Nature gave us. The area I like most in
the house is the edible garden. Besides contributing food, it is a place where my children relaxing after the daily long hour online learning especially
during the MCO period: they hug a tree, reading, outdoor cooking, brewing a cup of hand roasted coffee, snuggling and pampering pets.

Home brings Sentimental Memory
by Yeoh Ai Leen
Sentimental. We find old toys and furnitures in every space and corner in our little old parents wooden house. Tired of clearing old stuff, the realisation
hit me one fine day, that is how we live when we were young. We 'move' and 'arrange' to our new house with old toys and old furnitures so that the two
important P-ces (pieces) of our life can always be together, Play and Parents! Beautiful memory when we played puzzles and fishing whilst our mother
folding clothes, together in the spare room. We whipped up a strom with our mini ingredients whilst our mother cooked at the charcoal stove, together
in the kitchen. We had imaginary picnic whilst our father work at the desk, together in the study room. We were in pillow battle whilst our mother tidy up
the cabinets, together in the bedroom. We had color pencils and drawing blocks on the table whilst our parents gobble up their meal, together at the
dining table. We camp and build blocks whilst the adults enjoy some black and white TV time, together at the living room. We played bubbles when
mum washing clothes with BREEZE washing powder. We hold our soft toys and we snuggle to sleep, together under the blankets sewn from manual
sewing machine. That's what family life is for us - simply playing-eating-resting-sharing in the same space. Memory. The glue is a common recipe in a
melting pot : unconditional love, unlimited laughter, occasional banter, intermittent screaming, seasonal crying, consistently hugs and lots of kisses. (By
the way, the ingredient ratio in the recipe keeps changing but continues until today, I'm sure you are aware of it) Love, the Yeoh family.

Rumahku Duniaku
by NOR HAKIM BIN SULIMAN
Rumah kos rendah 2 tingkat, tidak mematahkan semangat kami untuk beraksi. Di sini la kisah kami bermula. Bermula dengan ruang tamu, bahagian
bawah tangga, si isteri jadikan sebagai homeoffice. Di sini beliau mengait, menyimpul, melilit membuat tempahan kraf dari pelanggan. Dinding
dilengkapi pegboard “skadis” nampak lebih tersusun dan mudah diambil. Segala bahan kraf di simpan di dalam almari “billy” supaya lebih teratur dan
kemas. Elemen pokok hidup memberikan kesegaran sambil berkarya. Tangga keluli digunakan untuk mewujudkan rasa ringan dan tidak menghalang
pemandangan ruang dalam. Ia juga mewujudkan ruang dalaman serta mewujudkan pengudaraan semulajadi. Ruang tamu kami dijadikan sebagai one
stop center dimana disini kami berkumpul bersama, makan, buat kerja, berehat dan tempat gelak tawa bersama. Si isteri bukan sahaja menjadi pengiat
seni pembuat kraf tetapi beliau menjadi arkitek dalam memikul tanggungjawab menguruskan ahli keluarga dan segala urusan rumah. Anak-anak
membesar di depan mata dengan suasana rumah yang menenangkan. Penglibatan ibubapa dalam aktivti pembelajaran dirumah sangat penting untuk
perkembangan anak-anak. Dibahagian atas rumah, bilik kecil kami jadikan tempat untuk anak berimiginasi. Cahaya semulajadi dari tingkap memainkan
peranan utama untuk mencipta suasana menenangkan. Si anak perlukan ruang dan masa untuk terokai dunia mereka. Ruang yang kecil dan minimalis
dilengkapi dengan katil “kura” ikea menjadikan persekitaran yang lebih selamat dan kondusif. Meja “latt” menjadi saksi tempat dimana ujikaji dijalankan
oleh si kecil. Di luar rumah pula khemah “Ammero” gazebo melindungi keindahan tumbuhan hijau yang subur dan penuh mesra. Landskap hiasan yang
dibentangkan di ruang idaman memberikan ketenangan kepada kami sekeluarga. Kami sangat gembira berkongsi cerita kami. Jika diberi peluang kami
akan kongsikan gambar yang lain, kisah ruang rumah kami yang lain. Ini lah kisah rumahku duniaku.

My Little Tiny IKEA Home
by Shamsul Ariffin Tamjis
Hej! My name is Sham, as working in architecture firm & love doing design, always wanted my tiny home as "my little IKEA gallery"..having mini IKEA in
my home just makes me feel calm and inspired...still working on it here n there, uhh not mentioning bout sustainable..we living in fragile planet
now..thanks for viewing my 3 humble photos...cheers

Loves grow from happy home
by Nurul Ashikin abd Rahim
Our modest home is where our heart is, seeing our tiny juniors growing healthily and happily are one of most precious moment in our life. As one
quoted “rumahku syurgaku” (our home our paradise), our best place so far are always living and dining room as playing together and eating are our
best moments at home.

My Home is where I belong to.
by Syuaarnita Osman
I got the wings chair yellow color for my birthday from my hubby. I love crocheting and reading on it’s or sometimes just for a cup of coffee. Can’t
thanks him enuff.

Make a Cheerful Home with IKEA.
by Siti Hajar Saad
happy family come from a cheerful home life.

My home my enjoyment place
By WEE CHIEN SOON
Reading corner was the most memory place in my house.

Home, shelter from all storms
by Lee Sze Wen
The balcony. My favourite spot to enjoy the warmth of the rising sun and serenity of nature.

My comfort and resting place
By YEO KOK ANN
One of the pictures shown was completed in the 80s which I had made it from scratch; plywood, polyester plywood, pvc, formica, glue, etc. These
projects slowed down due to availability of space and age was catching up. I totally stop and retired timely to receive a bouncy granddaughter who is
now in her secondary. Then something rekindled me to work on furniture again. No room for sidewalks but skywards. Wall kitchen cabinets! From past
experience, I didn't think it would be easy to complete projects from scratch and that's where I visited Ikea Tebrau. Having the knowledge and
experience in wood working, fixing IKEA modules were rather elementary for me. The wall railings were of tremendous help especially when you have
to mount it single handedly. The kitchen doors were disappointing upon hearing that they were out of stock. So I had to choose an alternate colour
combination as my consolation. I came back and read Ikea's terms and conditions on purchases, and to my biggest surprise, I could exchange it at no
extra cost. I decided to return it and wait for my initial preferred colour. In less than a month, Ikea's automated SMS informed me that the doors were
available on site. Having the doors fixed in a flash the idea of having a brightly lit kitchen crossed my mind. It wasn't difficult to design an (IR)
automated LED strip for my kitchen. The benchmark of IKEA furniture build-up is totally based on personal preferences. To buy good quality hinges
from IKEA comes a lengthy warranty, or go for the cheaper ones at the hardware stores and replace them more frequently. The choice is yours! Being a
registered IKEA member I receive great savings on redemption points. Their food and free teas are tasty and reasonably priced. All in all, I have no
complaints nor regrets purchasing IKEA's products and on this note I wish to thank IKEA for making my projects viable and also the satisfaction that one
encounters after a module is completed.

My home is my paradise, every moment memorable
By NUR AIN BT ABDUL MUBARETH ALI
I was super in in love with my home area, and design the best part in my home is the living room because this is the best parts in my home that I spent
more time with my family and friends a lot of joy and happiness begins here..family time at home was the most important because that will become
your quality of life..life at home will contribute a happiness for my family 👪👪

That’s where quality life is.
By James Chang
Good is to have a place to recharge with love energy. I am lucky to have my home , my family , it just make time slow down , with more chilling moment
and happy feeling! I have good quality time during lock down at home actually!

My home is my spiritual place to calm
By Amirul Ariff bin Amin
Home is the best place to Stay and to energize our self confident. To enhance the balance life and work life.

IKEA is where home is.
By Lau Vict King
My boys had their first self assembled of wine rack of IKEA when they were 9 & 6 years old. We must agreed that life at home was never be the same
after the pandemic but the common interest and passion among the brothers remain unchanged when comes to assemble IKEA furniture together at
home. IKEA -unites the family. Thank you.

Sweet, simple and sustainable home...
By Kelly E Yeong
I love IKEA products made to perfection and is very lasting ...

My Home Office
by Kartena Kontesta Arifen
Covid 19 has made us all especially the educator that includes me to work from home. This doesn’t stop me to delivering the best education to
my learners. To do so, I need to ensure the comfortable office-like furniture to go with it. I chose IKEA product to soothe me throughout the
working from home experience. Everything was just by the fingertips, the user friendly online IKEA shopping helps me a lot. So now, I enjoy
working at home as of I’m at the office. Thank you IKEA for the quality product produced.

Happiness is Simple and Free
by Ng Teck Lai
We like teaching our kids piano and enjoy music together. Normally I will pick the wild flowers around my neighborhood and decorate the living room
in the morning. My kid will normally take afternoon nap and I enjoyed my Me time at home . All of those are free and happiness is just so simple

Nature . Green . Relax
by Lucas Blim
My simple home life... with my 3 dogs, plants and fishes...

